
Urban Medical 991 

Chapter 991: Unreasonable 

  The spirit sword has been confessed to the master by dripping blood with them, and it is made of 

Zhan Tianshi. You can only follow their orders in your life! 

 

   But how should all this be explained at this moment? 

 

   Cui Ruicheng saw this scene, his face became paler, thunder and lightning, flames, and gusts. This 

kid has already controlled the power of three moves with different attributes. 

 

   It's impossible to put this in Kunlun Xu! 

 

   The key is that this kid is just a cultivation base for entering the Holy Realm! 

 

   "A bunch of rubbish, our Cui family raises you, just this strength? I will give you ten seconds, if I 

don't take this kid again, I will let my father send you on the road!" 

 

   Panic spread, Cui Ruicheng pushed out the old men in front of him. 

 

Check out new PVP arena battles! 

  He has no choice. 

 

   He did not inform his father about this, nor did he bring the elite of the Cui family. 

 

   In his opinion, the few elders in the early stage of the Void King Realm are enough to cope with the 

current situation. 

 

   But never thought, in the early stage of the Void King Realm, it was useless at all! 

 

  The key to this kid is endless! 



 

   What is the origin of this guy! 

 

   The six elders knew that things could not end well, and did not plan to move their swords. After all, 

this kid can control weapons! 

 

   The shadow of the fist swept away all over the sky. 

 

   Ye Chen snorted coldly, the immortal fire enveloped his whole body, a drop of blood was spotted 

on the center of his eyebrows, his aura began to rise! 

 

   is not the realm of cultivation! 

 

   It's body training! 

 

   There was a crackling sound from his body! 

 

   These six powerhouses can just help him extract "Good Fortune Refining"! 

 

   If you want this tactic you are practicing, you can only accumulate it with one punch and one 

punch! 

 

"boom!" 

 

   Ye Chen's fist was filled with flames and golden light, bursting out frantically! 

 

   resist the six with one person! 

 

  Because "Good Fortune Refining Jue" is a fragment of ancient physical refining method, Ye Chen 

only cultivated to the first level. 



 

   is obviously unable to deal with these six strong people! 

 

   He was full of vitality, punched in his body, but never fell. 

 

   He is a lunatic at this moment, and his blood and violence rushed out of his body. 

 

   The more injured, the better his physical condition. 

 

   "This kid is actually using us to train?" 

 

   One of the old men noticed something and exclaimed. 

 

   After all, it is extremely rare in Kunlun Void Refining Body. 

 

   What's more, Ye Chen is already a cultivator, and his dantian is already completed, so it's very 

difficult to refine his body again. 

 

   But Ye Chen at this moment is truly so. 

 

   "Don't let this kid succeed. Once he makes a breakthrough with our body training, the 

consequences will be disastrous!" 

 

   The six strong Cui family backed away together, but they were already closed by Ye Chen's 

formation! 

 

   can not retreat! 

 

   The meaning of lightning in the formation enchantment is not something they can bear! 

 



   They can only bite the bullet and carry it! 

 

   But how to resist! 

 

   Ye Chen blasted out every punch, and a light of refining appeared on the surface of his body! 

 

   is obviously going to make a breakthrough in refining! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen seemed to be a volcano. 

 

  The volcano erupts, the world is dark, and everything falls! 

 

   plus the **** thunder, it is unstoppable! 

 

"boom!" 

 

"boom" 

 

"boom!" 

 

   For ten minutes, the six elders could no longer bear it. 

 

   They are exhausted and have no way to fight back. 

 

   "My lord, please let us go, we..." 

 

   Someone wants to ask for mercy, but Ye Chen is the point of breakthrough in body refining at this 

moment! How could it stay! 

 



   The most important thing is that he found that the killing path he walked is extremely suitable for 

"Good Fortune Refining"! 

 

   Ye Chen punched the talking old man, and instantly penetrated, the old man in the early stage of 

the dignified Void King Realm turned into a blood mist! 

 

   The other five elders have not yet reacted from the shock, but they have discovered that the 

demon has appeared again! 

 

   "Boom!" 

 

   The red light is blooming, and the whole hotel is crumbling and about to collapse! 

 

  Four of the five old men turned into a sea of blood on the spot. 

 

   Shocking. 

 

  At this moment, only one old man and Cui Ruicheng are left shaking in the corner. 

 

   Their eyes are bloodshot! 

 

   Cui Ruicheng has been immersed in alchemy, and he has never seen such a killer. 

 

   He wanted to leave. When he crossed the barrier, he was wrapped around his body by the gods. 

 

   The pain is extremely painful. 

 

   was bounced back again and fell to the ground. 

 

   A dark shadow appeared in front of him in the next second. 



 

   Cui Rui became stiff and cold all over. He started talking slowly and saw a pair of eyes that looked 

like a **** of death. 

 

   There is no ripple or vitality. 

 

   "Guru!" He swallowed deeply. Just as he was about to say something, Ye Chen stretched out his 

five fingers and clasped Cui Ruicheng's neck. 

 

   A feeling of suffocation came. 

 

   "I gave you a chance before, do you remember?" Ye Chen's indifferent voice sounded. 

 

   Cui Ruicheng tried to slap Ye Chen, only to find that Ye Chen's hand was like a welded steel bar, 

unable to move. 

 

  At the same time, a majestic energy poured into his body, causing his internal organs to be shaken! 

 

  He doesn't have any extravagant hopes. If you want to blame it, blame himself for underestimating 

this kid again and again! 

 

   This difference in strength makes people almost desperate. 

 

   He even felt that Ye Chen's so-called entering the Holy Land was just an illusion! 

 

   "Let...pass me, I can give you anything..." 

 

   Cui Ruicheng said with difficulty. 

 

   Ye Chen shook his head: "I want your life, are you willing to give it?" 



 

   Cui Ruicheng was startled, his face was extremely ugly, and when he thought he was dead, Ye Chen 

fiercely threw Cui Ruicheng out! 

 

   His body hit the ground heavily, spitting out a mouthful of blood. 

 

   Ye Chen came to the floor-to-ceiling window interestingly, glanced at the crowd of onlookers 

underneath, and silently lit a cigarette. 

 

   Smoky. 

 

   Cui Ruicheng got up with difficulty and glanced at the formation enchantment, he knew that he 

could not leave. 

 

   His life is in the hands of that young man! 

 

   His eyes are like hungry wolves He wants Ye Chen to pay a painful price. 

 

  Wait longer, my father will know this! 

 

   Once his father took the elders from the Cui family to the hotel, he would have the right to live! 

 

   At this moment, Ye Chen turned around, squeezed out the cigarette in his hand, and said to 

another still alive old man: "Do you want to live?" 

 

   The old man trembled, nodded fiercely, and knelt in front of Ye Chen: "I wish...Yes!" 

 

   Ye Chen narrowed his eyes and waved his arm, and the formation barrier and the **** Lei 

disappeared! 

 



   The old man was completely stunned! 

 

   He has seen Ye Chen's decisive killing, but how could such a person easily let him go! 

 

   This is too unreasonable. 

 

   "My lord, you...what do you want me to do? I...I will never notify the Patriarch! I must keep it 

secret!" he started. 

 

   Ye Chen smiled, turned around, and continued to look out the window, but a leisurely voice 

floated: "On the contrary, I want you to bring Cui Yuan!" 

 

what! 

 

   Hearing these words, not only Cui Ruicheng was stunned, the old man was even more stunned! 

 

   What is this kid going to do? 

 

   Even Cui Yuan is here! 

 

   Cui Yuan came, how could he still have the right to live! 

 

   is like pushing himself into the fire. 

Chapter 992: Is your sword fast or my sword fast? 

   "My lord, you're not kidding, but the owner of the house..." 

 

   Ye Chen didn't have much patience, and said directly: "Leave my sight within a minute, and, you 

tell Cui Yuan, if I don't see him within half an hour, I will personally deliver his son's head to the door!" 

 



   The next moment, a huge wave swept across, the roar exploded, and the old man had 

disappeared. 

 

   Only Ye Chen and Cui Ruicheng remained in the whole room. 

 

   Very quiet. 

 

   Cui Ruicheng wanted to speak, but when he saw Ye Chen's eyes, he dared not say another word. 

 

   shrank silently in the corner. 

 

   For so many years, how has he suffered such insults in Danxu Town! 

 

  He is the top Danzun in the future! The person most likely to break the record of Dan Xu Pagoda! 

 

   This will definitely be a big insult in his life! ‘’ 

 

  While waiting, Ye Chen closed his eyes and felt the changes in his body. 

 

   He discovered that the pores all over his body had penetrated into it, and it was in blood. 

 

   As for what it was, he didn't know. 

 

   "Good Fortune Refining Body Jue" is a fragment, but it is by no means ordinary. 

 

   Mo Ning'er comes from ancient times, so it is naturally impossible to give him bad things. 

 

   When the matter is over, ask Mo Ning'er carefully. 

 



  …… 

 

   Danxu Town, Cui's family. 

 

   Cui family ancestral hall, Cui Yuan is going to incense, this is what he does every day. 

 

   The Cui family has inherited 800 years of history in Danxu Town, but it seems to have declined in 

his area. 

 

   Fortunately, his son Cui Ruicheng has some talents above the alchemy. This is his only hope for Cui 

Yuan. 

 

   Waiting for Cui Ruicheng to break the Danxu Pagoda record, that's when Cui Jia cannibalized Danxu 

Town! 

 

   When the time comes, what will the Luo family do! 

 

   The so-called Luo Yao can only become a plaything of their father and son! 

 

   At this moment, the gate of the ancestral hall was directly pushed open! 

 

   "Master, something has happened!" 

 

   Cui Yuan squinted his eyes, and Void slapped his face, and this slap hit an old man severely! 

 

   The old man flew out on the spot! 

 

   "Bold! This is the Cui Family Ancestral Hall, what qualifications do you have to come in!" 

 



   The old man looked flustered, and quickly knelt outside the ancestral hall: "Master, the matter is 

too serious, I am so, please calm down..." 

 

   Cui Yuan snorted coldly, waved his sleeves, and walked outside. 

 

   The gate of the ancestral hall was closed by him. He looked at the old man condescendingly, and 

said word by word: "Say! What's the matter! Isn't something wrong with Danxu Tower?" 

 

The old man shook his head fiercely, glanced at Cui Yuan with fear, and said, "Master, the young master 

is at stake! The man said, if you can't see the master within half an hour, he...he will personally come to 

the door with the young master's head. coming." 

 

what! 

 

   Cui Yuan's face changed drastically, and he lifted the old man up! 

 

   "If you lie to me, you know the price!" 

 

   The roar sounded in the ears of the old man! 

 

   The old man shook his head fiercely: "Master, how dare I lie to you! Time is running out, let's go 

quickly, or it won't be too late!" 

 

   Cui Yuan didn't dare to bet on his son's life, he grabbed the old man tightly and rushed outside. 

 

   Very fast. 

 

   Wherever he goes, anyone who gets in the way instantly turns on his back, no one can stop the 

way! 

 

   And Luo Wuya is returning from Danxu Pagoda by carriage with Luo Yao, ready to go home. 



 

   Suddenly, a gust of wind swept across, and the carriage was alarmed. 

 

   Luo Wuya's face changed slightly, thinking it was a killer, and he drew out the long sword just 

about to use it, but when he saw the figure in the center of the wind, his body was completely stiff. 

 

   turned out to be Cui Yuan! 

 

   He has known Cui Yuan for years, he knows Cui Yuan better than anyone. 

 

   Nothing can make him so flustered. 

 

   If there is, it is a big deal! 

 

   "Dad, what's the matter?" Luo Yao poked her head out, quite curious. 

 

   Luo Wuya squinted slightly, jumped out of the carriage, and walked in the direction where Cui 

Yuan disappeared: "Luo Yao come with me! Hurry up!" 

 

   Whatever it is, his Luo family must know! 

 

   is about the situation in Danxu Town! 

 

  …… 

 

   And now, in the hotel. 

 

   Ye Chen already felt a breath swept over him. 

 



   The aura around the world fluctuates. 

 

   He stood up, pinched out the cigarette, and walked towards Cui Ruicheng step by step, taking out a 

pill from his hand. 

 

   This is a batch of pills that were refined with the help of the Immortal Lord. 

 

   And the pill in his hand is called the Immortal Body Pill, which is a highly toxic medicine developed 

by the Immortal Lord over the long years. 

 

  In the ancient times, the Lord of Immortality used this medicine to restrain some powerful people. 

 

   After the Lord of Immortality disappeared, no one except him can refine the antidote! 

 

nobody! 

 

   Even Danxu Town, which is rampant in Dandao, is no exception. 

 

"open mouth." 

 

   Ye Chen said lightly. 

 

   Cui Ruicheng looked at the pill in Ye Chen's hand and noticed the problem. His pill talent was 

against the sky and he was extremely sensitive to pill! 

 

   At a glance, he could see the weirdness of the pill in Ye Chen's hand colorless and tasteless, even 

he found that the surface of the pill was overflowing with black gas. 

 

   This kind of pill is unheard of, there is definitely a problem! 

 



   He closed his mouth tightly, Ye Chen snorted coldly, and slapped Cui Ruicheng's chin with a palm. 

 

   The next second, the pill will enter his mouth accurately. 

 

   Cui Ruicheng wanted to spit out the pill, but found that the pill was melted in the mouth. He felt a 

cloud of black air penetrated into his body and controlled everything. 

 

   "What are you feeding me!" 

 

   Cui Ruicheng said loudly. 

 

   Ye Chen smiled without saying a word, grabbed Cui Ruicheng, and walked towards the roof of the 

hotel. 

 

  At this moment, the violent air wave suddenly fell! 

 

   The people who were watching under the hotel were instantly scattered, and a roar was even 

louder! 

 

   "Little beast! Hand over my son!" 

 

Cui Yuan's blood-red eyes stared at Ye Chen, a cold knife was directly drawn out, and he was about to go 

towards Ye Chen, only to find that Ye Chen didn't know when a sword appeared in Ye Chen's hand. The 

sword was already stable. Put it on Cui Ruicheng's neck. 

 

   Everything is in Ye Chen's plan. 

 

   He looked at Cui Yuan condescendingly, saying word by word: "If you don't believe it, we might as 

well take a gamble. Is it your sword or my sword?" 

 

   The words fell, Cui Ruicheng's neck had already appeared a bloodstain, blood oozing out. 



Chapter 993: Be responsible for! 

Cui Yuan's face changed drastically, he didn't dare to take a step closer. He had a grim face and said 

angrily: "Little beast, who is behind you? Why do you want to move my Cui Yuan's son! Say what you 

want, my Cui family Definitely satisfy you!" 

 

   As soon as the words fell, two figures suddenly appeared. 

 

  It is Luo Wuya and Luo Yao! 

 

   When they saw Ye Chen and Cui Ruicheng on the roof, their faces were horrified, like a ghost. 

 

   Luo Yao had some surprises, after all, she found Ye Chen! 

 

   But when she saw the current situation, her face was completely pale! 

 

   What is Ye Chen doing! 

 

   He was crazy, but he dared to threaten Cui Yuan with Cui Ruicheng's life! 

 

   Cui Yuan counted as a hero in the upper side here, with all the means, even if he is threatened at 

the moment, does he really think he can leave this place alive! 

 

"Humph!" Luo Wuya on the side snorted coldly at Luo Yao, "Luo Yao, don't you still think it was not the 

right choice for me to drive Ye Chen away that day? How long did this kid come in and make such an 

absurdity? The matter! I know Cui Yuan, Ye Chen will undoubtedly die today!" 

 

   "A kid who doesn't know how to judge the situation and forbearance, can't become a climate, let 

alone enter the Luo family!" 

 

Luo Yao's face was pale, she thought of something, and hurriedly came to Cui Yuan's face: "Uncle Cui, on 

the roof is my friend, there must be a misunderstanding in this, I immediately let him let go, and ask 

Uncle Cui not to pursue it! He is still young, maybe just for a moment." 



 

   Cui Yuan only noticed Luo Yao, and with a wave of his sleeves, he directly shook Luo Yao back a few 

steps. 

 

   "I still wonder why this kid is so familiar, so you brought it in! Want me to let him go? Dreaming!" 

 

   "This son must die! Also, after this son dies in pain, I will pursue your Luo family again!" 

 

When Luo Wuya heard these words, he was naturally uncomfortable. He guarded Luo Yao and said 

coldly: "Cui Yuan, please figure out one thing. Ye Chen was driven out of Luo's house by me the same 

day. This son was brought in by my daughter, but since that kid left the Luo family, he has nothing to do 

with my Luo family! If you dare to anger my daughter, first ask me if Luo Wuya can agree!" 

 

   Cui Yuan's eyes became cold and he ignored him. He glanced around, and the strong of the Cui 

family was surrounded. 

 

   Ye Chen has no way to escape! 

 

   Cui Yuan stepped forward, gazing at Ye Chen: "I will ask one last time, how can you be willing to let 

go of Ruicheng?" 

 

   Ye Chen glanced at Luo Yao, slightly surprised, but quickly returned to normal, and said 

indifferently: "Your son, you don't teach yourself. You offend me, that can only be taught by me!" 

 

   "It's okay if I let him go. I only have one condition. Give me a token to enter the Danxu Pagoda!" 

 

   For Ye Chen, the Cui family is not a threat. It is also impractical for him to destroy the Cui family. 

The only chance is to enter the Danxu Pagoda! 

 

   Lin Qingxuan stood behind him, with absolute confidence in stepping into the Danxu Pagoda! 

 



   More importantly, there is energy in the Danxu Pagoda to inspire the power of the reincarnation 

cemetery! 

 

  With such energy, if he gets the help of new power, he still needs to fear the Cui family? 

 

   If you want to kill, one finger is enough. 

 

   What's more, he still has a back hand. Cui Ruicheng took the pill. If he wants Cui Ruicheng to die, 

God will come and he can't stop it! 

 

   Hearing Ye Chen's request, not only Cui Yuan was stunned, but even Luo Wuya was stunned. 

 

   What does a person who does not understand Dan Dao want to enter the Dan Xu Pagoda token? 

 

  What's the point even if you enter the Danxu Pagoda? 

 

   People who don’t understand alchemy will die if they are a little careless! 

 

   Soon, Cui Yuan thought of the reason for Ye Chen's behavior! 

 

   It is estimated that this kid knew that Dan Xu Town would not be out, so he used Dan Xu Tower to 

continue his life! 

 

  Once you enter the Danxu Pagoda, even his Cui family can't rush into it! 

 

   His eyes narrowed slightly, but he didn't mean to refuse, and he readily agreed: "Well, my Cui 

family happens to have a Pill Void Order! I will use this Pill Void Order in exchange for my son's life!" 

 

   The words fell, and a token floated directly from the palm of his hand. 

 



   On the back of the token is a Danding, extremely simple, crystal clear, extraordinary. 

 

   With a lightly thrown, the jade pendant flew into Ye Chen's hand. 

 

   Ye Chen held it with his five fingers, and felt a special feeling, just to hit Dan Xu Tower! 

 

   can't be wrong! 

 

   "Ye Chen, should you let my son go now?" 

 

   Cui Yuandao. 

 

   Ye Chen's eyes narrowed slightly. Just as he wanted to push Cui Ruicheng down, Luo Yao said, "Mr. 

Ye, be careful!" 

 

   In the next second, a sound of breaking through the air hit, and only a fiery arrow swept over! 

 

   "Absolute Cloud Arrow!" 

 

   Ye Chen's face changed drastically, this is Kunlun Xu's famous killing arrow! 

 

  With one arrow, the souls of the dead are bound to step on the Yellow Spring! 

 

   The arrow must also be pulled by a strong person above the peak of the Void King Realm! 

 

   is extremely dangerous. 

 

   He just heard the master talk about it, but never thought that he would see it here. 

 



   Cui Yuan, an old fox, on the surface negotiating with himself, he has long left behind. 

 

   When you give yourself a jade pendant, it is your chance to shoot him! 

 

   Ye Chen moved slightly, doing his best! 

 

   But that Jueyun Sword is too fast! 

 

   is so fast that the naked eye can't catch it! 

 

   "Puff!" 

 

   Jueyunjian still passed through his shoulder, gushing out with a trace of blood. 

 

   did not hurt the vitals. 

 

   Ye Chen quickly shot the silver needle to stabilize the blood, but when he saw the wound on his 

shoulder, his eyes became gloomy. 

 

   Toxic on the sword body! 

 

   He even felt a touch of exhaustion coming. 

 

   If it were an ordinary person, he might have fallen long ago, but his bloodline is special and the 

effect is not big. 

 

   At the moment, you must enter the Danxu Pagoda! 

 

  His killing intent swept across, and he looked at Cui Ruicheng who was injured in front of him again. 

Since Cui Yuan is like this, he can't be blamed! 



 

   The long sword in his hand was filled with blood Cut it down with one sword! 

 

   has not been cut down, but Cui Yuan's voice came from below. 

 

   Yin and cold. 

 

   sneered. 

 

   "Ye Chen, how about we exchange hostages now?" 

 

   Ye Chen's sword hung in an instant, and his eyes shot down, only to find that Luo Yao had been 

resisted by Cui Yuan's sword. 

 

   Once you start, Luo Yao will definitely die! 

 

   Luo Tianya obviously couldn't think that Cui Yuan would touch his daughter, his face was full of 

anger! 

 

   "Cui Yuan! What the **** are you doing! If you dare to move my daughter, I want your Cui family 

up and down to lose your life!" 

 

   The words resounded, extremely cold! 

 

   Cui Yuan shrugged, and said to Luo Tianya: "Brother Luo, I'm sorry, I have no choice. I didn't expect 

Jueyun Arrow to kill the kid. Ruicheng will definitely die. I must save him!" 

 

Afterwards, Cui Yuan looked at Ye Chen and said coldly: "Ye Chen, I know your relationship with this Luo 

family girl. It's a good deal to exchange my son's life for her, but are you sure you bear it? " 

 



   Ye Chen stared at Luo Yao firmly. 

 

   His seamless plan, but he didn't consider Luo Yao to appear here. 

 

   In Qianjue Square, Luo Yao rescued him and the God of Medicine. 

 

   even took him into Dan Xu Tower! 

 

   No matter what, he can't ignore it! 

Chapter 994: Ants, but so! 

   The key thing is from him! 

 

   Luo Yao saw Ye Chen's hesitation, she knew better than anyone, if Ye Chen exchanged her and Cui 

Ruicheng, it would be impossible for Ye Chen to leave here! 

 

   Several top powerhouses from the Cui family are nearby! 

 

   She quickly said: "Ye Chen, don't worry about me, you take Cui Ruicheng away, she dare not touch 

me!" 

 

   "Don't go to Danxu Tower, leave Danxu Town directly!" 

 

   The words fell, Cui Yuan's eyes became cold, the long sword in his hand was slightly hard, and the 

long sword was a trace of Mo Jin Luo Yao's neck in an instant. 

 

   The blood flowed on the white neck instantly. 

 

   Shocking. 

 



   Cui Yuan said coldly: "Ye Chen, I'm afraid you don't know how my Cui family started. It's not 

alchemy, but murder and merchandise! You really think I can't do anything!" 

 

   Ye Chen didn't hesitate, and said directly: "If Luo Yao is released, I will release your son!" 

 

   Cui Yuan shook his head: "I don't believe you." 

 

   Ye Chen snorted coldly, kicking directly on Cui Ruicheng's chest. 

 

   His body fell directly. 

 

   Ye Chen is naturally not afraid, originally Cui Rui's achievements were of little value to him. 

 

   Seeing this, Cui Yuan no longer hesitated, and violently pushed Luo Yao out towards Luo Wuya. 

 

   At the same time, he stepped lightly and caught Cui Ruicheng across the air. 

 

   When seeing his son so injured, his murderous intent burst out: "The fourth general of the Cui 

family will obey the order, do whatever it takes to kill this son! Never let this son enter Danxu Tower!" 

 

   The words fell, and the four terrifying figures instantly swept towards Ye Chen! 

 

   even led to the vision of heaven and earth! 

 

   These four people are definitely more than the Void King Realm! It may even be Taoyuan Realm! 

 

   is definitely not something Ye Chen can resist now! 

 

   Ye Chen would naturally not head-on with this group of people, and his body quickly moved 

towards the central Danxu Pagoda! 



 

   This is his only chance! 

 

   His whole body instantly swept through evil spirits, and countless infuriating energy gathered on 

his toes! Strong wind gusts! 

 

   But the four figures behind him are in hot pursuit! 

 

  The crisis broke out! 

 

   Luo Yao, who was still in shock, reacted, regardless of the neck injury, and immediately begged Luo 

Wuya: "Dad, please help Ye Chen, he didn't need to control me just now, but you saw it!" 

 

   "His strength is not the opponent of the Cui family's four generals at all. If he is hunted down, he 

will really die!" 

 

   Luo Wuya hesitated for a few seconds. Although shaken, he still shook his head: "I won't help him, 

it's because of this kid, he almost killed you!" 

 

   "His is a good thing for the Cui family or my Luo family!" 

 

   "You want to stop the bleeding." 

 

   Luo Wuya took out a medicine bottle and handed it to Luo Yao, but Luo Yao directly threw it out. 

 

   At the same time, Luo Yao hurried towards the Danxu Pagoda! 

 

   "Dad, since you are such a ruthless person, then I will help Luo Yao!" 

 

  Luo Wuya looked at Luo Yao's stubborn appearance, and shook his head, still catching up. 



 

   "Luo Yao, Luo Yao, you don't understand the Kunlun virtual rules at all. This kind of vanilla ant can't 

change the situation in their lifetime. In the face of such a behemoth, death should be his destination!" 

 

   At the same moment, Ye Chen could clearly feel that the four top powers behind him were getting 

closer! 

 

   The existence of Daoyuan Realm, he really is not qualified to challenge! 

 

   Seeing that the crisis spread, he could only turn around and take out the Dragon Slashing Sword, 

and cut it away frantically! 

 

   The people here don’t know the existence of Ye Jitian! 

 

   What about revealing strength! 

 

"Ding!" 

 

   The sound of gold and iron mingled loudly, although the Dragon Sword and the Heaven Sword was 

extremely strong, but it was still unable to resist such a strong one! 

 

   Ye Chen's arm was paralyzed, and his body flew out, and even hit the ground fiercely. 

 

   He slapped his right palm and stood firm. 

 

   At the same time, the spiritual consciousness spread. 

 

   There are kilometers away from Danxu Pagoda! 

 



   One of the Cui family’s four generals said in a condescending manner: “It’s so arrogant to threaten 

the Cui family with such strength! Today I will use your blood to let you know what authority is!” 

 

   Ye Chen held swords in both hands, contending with all his strength. 

 

   The next moment, when the huge wave swept across, a roar exploded. 

 

   buzzing... 

 

   Zhanlong Wentian Sword uttered wailing sounds. The sword light on the long sword suddenly 

dissipated. 

 

   Baizhang Jianqi, instantly collapsed! The raging dragon was swallowed in the boundless waves. 

 

  噗嗤... 

 

   Under the aftermath of the huge wave, Ye Chen couldn't help but spout a mouthful of blood, and 

the whole person flew out. 

 

boom…… 

 

   flew back tens of meters, Ye Chen fell to the ground, his internal organs, as if shattered. 

 

   One move clash! 

 

   is just a confrontation, not only did Ye Chen not threaten the Cui family's four generals, on the 

contrary, under the Cui family's fourth generals' counterattack, he suffered heavy losses and was 

restless! 

 

   The gap between the two is already obvious. 



 

   They are not the same level of monks. 

 

   "Little beast, you are too far behind us! What's more, how can you fight when you are poisoned?" 

 

   "Looking for death!" 

 

   There are a lot of onlookers gathered around  They watched indifferently. 

 

  How to fight this battle? Certainly lose. 

 

   This makes people embarrassed. 

 

   In front of absolute strength, even Ye Chen is nothing more than a chicken. 

 

   "Little ants, but so!" 

 

   Just as Ye Chen gasped, struggling to get up, amidst the changing complexions of people, the Cui 

family's fourth general who succeeded in one blow never rushed to kill him. They gave Ye Chen enough 

respite. 

 

   Looking at Ye Chen who was struggling to get up, the eyes of the Cui family's four generals were 

full of disdain and contempt. 

 

   Ye Chen? It's not a threat at all! 

 

   Why should he die immediately? 

 

   The suffering before death is often the punishment that a person fears most. 

 



   The hatred in my heart, let the Cui family four enjoy this process! He wanted Ye Chen to fully enjoy 

the fear of death before he died! 

 

   "Little beast, what other tricks do you have, just use it! The trick just now is not yours!" 

 

   Looking at Ye Chen, who was gradually gaining ground, the fourth general of the Cui Family snort 

coldly. 

 

   He wants Ye Chen to collapse again in despair! Enjoy the fear of death in a crash. 

 

   The fourth general of the Cui family will completely trample on Ye Chen's face, and he will tear Ye 

Chen's self-esteem to pieces! 

 

   "Damn it!" 

 

   Facing the humiliating words of the fourth general of the Cui family, Ye Chen scolded fiercely. 

Chapter 995: What the **** is this! 

 

He exhaled a few breaths and forcibly stabilized the injury in his body. 

 

These four people actually want to torture themselves? 

 

I really thought it was so easy to torture him! 

 

Since you want to see my hole cards, I will let you see enough! 

 

Ye Chen shook his wrist and offered a silver needle. 

 

Seeing the silver needle appear, the Cui family's fourth general had a strange expression. 

 



This kid can't be mad, the sword in his hand can't shake them, but a broken silver needle thinks he is 

qualified? 

 

It's ridiculous! 

 

When they sneered, Ye Chen ran the Nine Heavens Xuanyang Jue, and the whole body's true energy was 

concentrated on the silver needle. 

 

He could feel the poison in the Jueyun Arrow slowly seeping into his blood. 

 

He will not resist for long. 

 

The only thing he can do is to make these people repel with one blow! 

 

Suddenly, there was a crazy idea in his heart! 

 

Lin Qingxuan's silver needle is not enough to deal with these four people! 

 

What if God Thunder and Unquenchable Fire are added? 

 

Absolutely qualified! 

 

But in this way, the power he will endure will be extremely terrifying! 

 

Regardless of everything, the flame of Ye Chen's eyebrows condensed directly on the silver needle! 

 

At the same time, the endless **** thunder also gathered on the silver needle. 

 

There was a faint sound from the surrounding void. 



 

As if to collapse! 

 

The fourth general of the Cui family naturally found something wrong at the first time. 

 

They looked at Ye Chen again, their expressions changed greatly! 

 

"The silver needle in this kid's hand has a big problem!" 

 

"Quick, stop!" 

 

"Never let him inspire!" 

 

The four generals of the Cui family stepped out and swept away with the violent storm. 

 

The whole body is shining with dazzling light! Like a god! 

 

And Ye Chen at this moment is even more terrifying! 

 

Countless thunder and lightning fell above the sky, purple and red thunder and lightning coiled all over 

the body! 

 

Ye Chen's eyes are full of thunder and lightning! 

 

In the blink of an eye, the fourth general of the Cui family was only ten meters away from Ye Chen! 

 

In the next second, Ye Chen's head can be broken off! 

 

Even four storms formed all over them! 



 

Anyone who is close to the storm must die! 

 

The four generals of the Cui family, like an insurmountable mountain, stood in front of Ye Chen, making 

people breathe. 

 

Suddenly, Ye Chen's eyes widened, and he roared: "Qingxuan Yinzhen, behead the gods and demons!" 

 

With an order, the sky and the earth are dim, the sun and the moon are dark. 

 

Countless spiritual energy gathered towards the silver needle! 

 

The silver needle suddenly expanded! 

 

Contains majestic energy! Extremely domineering! 

 

The sound of Long Yin is deafening. 

 

The silver needle is hundreds of feet, the unquenchable fire burst out! The power of the divine thunder 

connects the world, as if it turned into a giant beast, swallowing it toward the four generals of the Cui 

family! 

 

Not only that, but the Silver Needle descended into the mortal world like a god, carrying thousands of 

troops and horses, and heading towards the insurmountable mountain! 

 

At this moment, time and space seemed to collapse, and time seemed to freeze. 

 

At this moment, Ye Chen's dantian aura disappeared! Even the body almost broke! 

 

This blow was his strongest blow! 



 

Fortunately, his physical body is several times stronger than the average strong person. 

 

The radiant light and violent sword aura made the world completely quiet amidst the billowing waves. 

 

"boom!" 

 

Everything seems to explode! 

 

There was a roar, and the sky was shaking. 

 

The whole ground trembled violently, and the ground was torn apart like a spider web. 

 

The Cui family's fourth general flew out completely in that horrified gaze! 

 

The first two of them smashed to the ground! 

 

The body is full of blood, it is impossible to have the ability to fight. 

 

And the remaining two people are also uncomfortable, although they are not so embarrassed, but their 

right hands exploded one after another! 

 

Two people were seriously injured and both arms were broken. This is the price! 

 

Entering the holy realm in a mere mere sacred place can suppress the four generals of the Cui family! 

 

The entire Kunlun Xu is probably alone! 

 



But Ye Chen didn't feel good either, he no longer had the strength to support, Zhanlongwen Tianjian 

plunged into the ground, panting violently. 

 

He feels exhausted and has no ability to fight again. 

 

Is the limit. 

 

Not long after, Cui Yuan slowly fell with the injured Cui Ruicheng. When he saw the picture in front of 

him, Cui Yuan's expression was extremely horrified. 

 

The fourth general of the Cui family was actually defeated? 

 

And still so completely defeated? 

 

how is this possible! 

 

This is a powerful Daoyuan Realm! The little beast was injured and his body should be restricted. How 

could this kind of power burst out? 

 

"What the **** happened, is it going to come?" 

 

The two men with broken arms naturally noticed Ye Chen's state, shook their heads, and said with a 

trembling voice: "Master, all this is caused by the kid." 

 

"Impossible!" Cui Yuan denied. 

 

"Master, this kid... has a silver needle, which is extremely scary!" 

 

Speaking of this, behind them is also shady, this is the feeling of being dominated by fear! 

 



Cui Yuan could instinctively detect something wrong with Ye Chen, and then looked at Ye Chen, it was 

already a powerful crossbow bow. 

 

He sneered: "It seems that this kid has used the secret technique, even if he uses the secret technique, 

he hurts himself, but instead makes the wedding dress for my Cui family! Haha!" 

 

He walked towards Ye Chen step by step. 

 

Full of confidence, in charge of everything. 

 

Seeing that he was about to get close to Ye Chen, he just wanted to hold his five fingers and draw the 

kid over, but found that there was a cat-like animal standing in front of Ye Chen. 

 

Still a different pupil. 

 

This strange pupil looked at him, making him feel like being stared at by the strong. 

 

He shook his head, thought it was ridiculous, and slapped it out: "Little beast, go away, don't spoil the 

good deeds of Lao Tzu!" 

 

But soon, his smile stiffened! 

 

Because he actually saw that furry beast, and even stretched out a palm to shoot at him! 

 

What the **** is this! 

 

Surprise has not stopped! 

 

He thought this animal would turn into a mist of blood, but he didn't! 

 



Instead, he found that all the power he gushed out had disappeared! 

 

how is this possible! 

 

He took a few steps back, his whole body was cold! 

 

However, he is also a person who has experienced strong winds and waves, and soon healed himself, 

drew a sword and cut it directly! 

 

"I care about what you are, if you dare to stand in front of me, I will kill you!" 

 

Sword intent is violent, cut through the air! 

 

Just when he was about to fall on Xiao Huang, Xiao Huang closed his eyes! 

 

Then his eyes suddenly opened! 

 

The red pupils burst out with dazzling red light! 

 

The ancient runes are spinning inside! 

 

At the same time, a cold voice actually fell from above the nine heavens! 

 

"roll!" 

 

A single word completely frightened Cui Yuan! 

 

This... this **** cat actually spoke! 

 



Before he could react, he found an extremely terrifying force penetrating! 

 

"puff!" 

 

He spouted blood! 

 

In extreme horror, his body flew out without warning! 

 

Cui Yuan thought about stabilizing his figure, but under this power, he found that it was impossible! 

 

Just like  under this power, he is the smallest existence! 

 

What the **** is that! 

 

Cat? Monster? 

 

Cui Yuan was completely messed up. 

 

His body flew upside down tens of meters! 

 

Just stop! 

 

It even hit the ground, splashing hundreds of meters of dust! 

 

Very uncomfortable! 

 

Cui Yuan reluctantly got up, his eyes just wanted to look at the place where Ye Chen and the cat were, 

only to find that the cat's body was getting bigger! 

 



"Fuck!" 

Chapter 996: Not qualified! 

 

Cui Yuan can be considered to have seen the world. 

 

Kunlun Xu's countless spirit beasts and monster beasts were once reduced to his mounts. 

 

He even went outside to hunt monsters with several big families in Danxu Town every year. 

 

He knows the beast of Kunlun Xu better than anyone. 

 

But at this moment, his brain is blank! 

 

He couldn't guess what the guy guarding Ye Chen was! 

 

The key guy is still talking! 

 

Let him go! 

 

Fear comes from the unknown. 

 

His only guess now is that this monster beast comes from ancient times? 

 

Psychic beast? 

 

Ancient fierce beast? 

 

But even if it was so, how could it grow like this! 

 



The other two Cui family elders with broken arms walked over quickly and said, "Master, do you have 

anything to do? Do you need to take you away?" 

 

Cui Yuan waved his hand, staring at Ye Chen and Xiao Huang with shining eyes. 

 

The fear between the eyes disappeared, and greed took over. 

 

No matter what, the monster beast was even qualified to fight against itself, which proved its value! 

 

If his Cui family got this monster, maybe the entire Kunlun Xu could be in charge of him! 

 

Thinking of this, he immediately swallowed a pill, and his injuries recovered somewhat. 

 

He stood up with difficulty, and told the fourth general of the Cui family next to him: "Can the hunting 

net be on you?" 

 

The Cui family's fourth general nodded, offering a big net in his hand. 

 

There was an atmosphere of formation on the hunting net, and even a trace of blood stains. 

 

Every year the Cui family goes to hunt beasts, they use this thing to win high-level monsters or fierce 

beasts. 

 

Today is no exception! 

 

Later, Cui Yuan smiled coldly and took out a bow and arrow. 

 

The bow and arrow are made of jade, surrounded by evil spirits. There is no actual bowstring on it, but 

there is a red Qi Yan connecting two points. 

 



This bow is just the Jueyun bow and arrow that was about to shoot Ye Chen! 

 

Seeing Cui Yuan take out this thing, the two understood instantly. 

 

"Master, are you planning to use this Jueyun Bow to hunt that beast, and then we use a hunting net to 

take it?" 

 

Cui Yuan shook his head: "Hunting the beast? This will only cause losses to my Cui family! I want to take 

the beast! You two go get close to the beast, and when I shoot the arrow, you immediately use the 

hunting net to trap Live! I want to live!" 

 

"Go!" 

 

Upon hearing Cui Yuan's explanation, the two of them looked wrong. 

 

They had seen the brute's burst of power just now, and even the master couldn't resist it, and they 

actually let them get close! 

 

Doesn't this mean looking for death! 

 

"Master, we are all injured, why don't we wait for the rest of the strong Cui family to come?" 

 

One of them said with difficulty. 

 

Cui Yuan slapped and slapped out: "What nonsense, the state of that animal seems to be very unstable 

now, it is the best opportunity, and it will change after a while!" 

 

What can those two people say? All the strong of the Cui family have taken a special pill. If they violate 

the master's will, they will undoubtedly die! 

 

The two grabbed one side of the animal hunting net and walked towards Xiao Huang and Ye Chen. 



 

Cui Yuan's eyes were blazing, aura swept across, a cloudless arrow was placed on the bow, and the red 

gaseous bowstring was pulled away. 

 

All the aura of his Dantian was absorbed, and even a pale color appeared on his face. 

 

At this moment Ye Chen opened his eyes with difficulty. 

 

His first reaction was the pain in his body. 

 

That blow was almost the limit. 

 

Fortunately, he found that he had a strong sense of breakthrough. 

 

I am afraid that after today, he will step into the Holy King Realm in one fell swoop. 

 

It's just that now he is not qualified to move at all. 

 

I can't even raise my hand. 

 

He gasped violently before he noticed Xiao Huang beside him. 

 

Xiao Huang was surrounded by red light, and his body grew larger as the red light spread. 

 

It is now a full meter high, and it has not stopped. 

 

"This is? Is Xiao Huang evolving for the second time?" 

 



Ye Chen thought of this and quickly denied it. After all, Lin Qingxuan said that it would only become 

more and more difficult to break through later. 

 

Xilongchi was because of chance, and nothing happened in Danxu Town, so what evolution is there to 

talk about? 

 

Suddenly, a sound of breaking through the sky resounded! 

 

Ye Chen swept away the light, and suddenly found a cold light swept in. 

 

Very fast! 

 

Absolute Cloud Arrow! 

 

He even saw Cui Yuan who was standing in the distance holding the Jueyun bow with a cold smile on his 

mouth. 

 

At the same time, two of the four generals of the Cui family even held a big net and headed towards 

Xiao Huang! 

 

"not good!" 

 

Jueyunjian and Dawang are all aimed at Xiao Huang! 

 

The Cui family wants to take Xiao Huang! 

 

Ye Chen reacted and roared with all his strength: "Xiao Huang! Go away!" 

 

But at the moment Xiao Huang didn't react at all. 

 



Its body is still expanding, and the red light on its body is getting more and more dazzling! 

 

Jueyun Arrow was too fast, and it was about to land on Xiao Huang in the blink of an eye, and the two 

men approaching with the giant net had already used one hand to cast the technique, and the blood 

was forced out. 

 

The giant net was thrown out, covering the sky and covering the sun, and headed towards Xiao Huang. 

 

Ye Chen will never let Xiao Huang get hurt. He gritted his teeth and resisted the pain in his body, his 

fingers moved! 

 

Zhanlongwentian Sword flew in Ye Chen's hand even more. He held the long sword tightly and just 

wanted to do it. 

 

Xiao Huang heard a cry of the beast, and suddenly the whole earth trembled. 

 

The boundless air wave overflowed in all directions. 

 

Xiao Huang's huge body suddenly turned, and her coquettish red pupils suddenly stared at Jueyunjian! 

 

This look is extremely calm! 

 

It can even be said to be indifferent! 

 

In the next second, Jueyun Arrow stopped unexpectedly! 

 

The power contained in the arrow body suddenly disappeared! 

 

Even, gradually began to bend! 

 



Finally, "Patter!" With a sound, Jueyun Arrow fell on the ground. 

 

Cui Yuan in the distance naturally saw this scene, and his body instantly became stiff. 

 

With his strength and true energy, the Jueyun Arrow he released was actually blocked by the beast's 

eyes! 

 

This is too shocking. 

 

Suddenly, he looked at the fourth general of the Cui family and said excitedly: "Quickly come back! 

Quickly!" 

 

But it was too late. 

 

Xiao Huang raised his head, bent his four legs, and his whole body went into the air! 

 

The red light all over his body became more and more permeating. 

 

When the giant net fell, sharp claws appeared in his palm, and the claws directly tore the giant net! 

 

Even the formation inside collapsed completely! 

 

The two of them are not the opponents of Xiao Huang at all! 

 

There was a roar from Xiao Huang as if stepping into the air, hurriedly toward the two people who 

control the giant net. 

 

The two of the Cui family's fourth generals naturally felt the crisis, and wanted to run for the first time, 

but found that it was too late. 

 



A majestic fierce beast appeared directly in front of them, with a huge mouth, and the fierce spirit 

erupted completely, and it directly bit! 

 

How terrifying is Xiao Huang's state at the moment, the fangs are extremely cold and cannot be 

stopped! 

 

The two people wanted to use their natal means to struggle, but found it was useless, and the two 

turned into a **** mist on the spot! 

 

"boom!" 

 

Xiao Huang landed steadily on the ground, with blood on his fangs, and the different pupil suddenly shot 

towards Cui Yuan! 

 

Suddenly, his body moved and swiftly swept towards Cui Yuan. 

Chapter 997: Erase! 

 

Every time Xiao Huang took a step, a deep footprint appeared on the ground. 

 

A crack appeared all around the footprints. 

 

Seeing such a picture, Ye Chen couldn't calm down for a long time! 

 

He never thought that Xiao Huang could have such a domineering side! 

 

If that's the case, then he can use Xiao Huang to crush everything. 

 

At this moment, Xiao Huang was only a few tens of meters away from Cui Yuan, and his strange pupil 

was extremely cold! Extremely bloodthirsty. 

 



The violent feeling of the ancient fierce beast in his body was thoroughly aroused. 

 

"It's very expensive, but you shouldn't move him. He is very important to me. Extremely important." 

 

The indifferent voice sounded. 

 

very light. 

 

There is no temperature. 

 

Suddenly, Xiao Huang moved! 

 

His hind legs were bent, and the ground was sunken! Then, there was a sudden eruption, his body 

spanning more than a dozen meters high, and then a huge palm print, as if tearing all the air in front of 

him, shot Cui Yuan fiercely. 

 

This palm carries Xiao Huang's endless anger! 

 

This palm seems to make the space burst. 

 

Cui Yuan had no idea that Xiao Huang would come to chase him down. He was completely panicked. 

Facing such a powerful beast of unknown origin, he subconsciously wanted to escape! 

 

Besides running away, what else can he do? 

 

Hard resistance? What kind of hard resistance did he use! 

 

But before he took a few steps, he realized that his body seemed to be locked in by a pair of eyes! 

 

An invisible coercion came over. 



 

His feet seemed to be filled with heavy lead and he could not move a single minute. 

 

Could it be that his ultimate fate is to die in the hands of such a beast? 

 

That's too awkward! 

 

He can no longer take care of everything, Senhan's weapon is drawn out, condensing all the strength of 

his dantian, and smashing it out with one blow! 

 

"clang!" 

 

With a crisp sound, he unexpectedly found that his weapon shattered directly! 

 

His legs began to sink even more! 

 

What kind of power is this! 

 

"Kakka!" 

 

He can even hear the bones in his body break again! 

 

Spit out blood! 

 

"What the **** are you!" 

 

He spit out a few words with difficulty, then thought of something, took out a piece of jade pendant 

from his waist, and sprayed another mouthful of blood on the jade pendant. 

 



The jade pendant gleamed, and an old phantom formed instantly! 

 

This is the power of the ancestors of the Cui family! 

 

It is also Cui Yuan's biggest hole card! 

 

The old phantom stared at Xiao Huang steadily, and snorted coldly: "My Cui family junior, you, a beast, 

dare to do it, and die!" 

 

As soon as Xu Ying pointed out, an empty tripod was formed, and it smashed towards Xiao Huang! 

 

But he smashed Xiao Huang back several steps abruptly. 

 

Xiao Huang stared at the phantom, his red pupils suddenly shot out a light! 

 

The phantom of the ancestor of the Cui family seemed to have seen something terrifying. Just when he 

wanted to speak, it was penetrated by the red light and dissipated completely! 

 

But Xiao Huang was not feeling well, his eyes were ferocious! 

 

It just wanted to head towards Cui Yuan, but found that above the sky, a few fairy-style dao bones, old 

men in robes were rushing over. 

 

The strength of these people is extremely dangerous. 

 

At least far more than Cui Yuan. 

 

Xiao Huang snorted coldly: "Cui Family, wait a few days, I will kill the master personally!" 

 

After speaking, in its pupils of red runes, the ancient words were spinning. 



 

The moment Cui Yuan looked at each other, he discovered that his brain was blank, and then his body 

fell directly to the ground. 

 

Become unconscious. 

 

Xiao Huang turned and ran towards Ye Chen. 

 

Coming to Ye Chen's side, he directly bit Ye Chen's casual clothes, and with a light throw, he lifted the 

injured Ye Chen onto his back. 

 

As soon as Ye Chen wanted to speak, Xiao Huang opened his mouth and said, "I won't be able to 

maintain this state for long, wait until I enter the Danxu Pagoda!" 

 

The words fall, the speed is violent, the life and death are fast. 

 

Moving with billowing smoke and dust. 

 

As if the sandstorm is coming! 

 

In ten seconds, Xiao Huang took Ye Chen to the entrance of Dan Xu Tower. 

 

When the footsteps stopped, Xiao Huang directly violently threw Ye Chen down, and then the red light 

flashed, and his body kept shrinking. 

 

Finally restored to its original state! 

 

"Quickly, enter the Danxu Pagoda, the few people behind are extremely dangerous, I can't do it, Danxu 

Pagoda is the safest! Quick!" 

 



Knowing the seriousness of the matter, Ye Chen picked up Xiao Huang and headed towards the Pill Xu 

Pagoda. 

 

But soon, he discovered that Dan Xu Tower's door was actually sealed. 

 

Not only that, but even the two old men guarding the gate are gone! 

 

What happened here? 

 

... 

 

At the same time, several elders with fairy tales fell slowly. 

 

They were wearing Dao robes, and the back of Dao robes had a pattern of Dan Xu Tower. 

 

The Taoist robe was dancing in the wind, and the breath on his body was ethereal and mysterious. 

 

They have guarded this place for thousands of years, and their mission is to protect it. 

 

After all, Danxu Tower is an ancient thing, watched by countless forces, if no one guards it, it would have 

been plundered by greedy people in the dark. 

 

And just now, they felt a special fluctuation here. 

 

The fluctuations are particularly intense, indicating that there are forces that do not belong here. 

 

When they arrived here, seeing these corpses, the expressions of the guards of Dan Xu Tower changed 

greatly. 

 



"If I remember correctly, this person should be the current Patriarch of the Cui family, and the other 

four who have fallen should be the four generals of the Cui family. How can it be so miserable? Could 

there really be strong people outside?" 

 

Their gazes shot towards Dan Xu Tower, and they were a little worried. 

 

For thousands of years, no one has dared to move Danxu Tower, but it does not represent peace. 

 

Now that something happened to the Cui family, it is very likely to send a signal. 

 

One of the Danxu Tower guards came in front of Cui Yuan, pricked his finger at the tip of his nose, felt 

the presence of breathing, and then pointed a finger on the center of his brow. 

 

A holy light envelops Cui Yuan's body. 

 

Suddenly, Cui Yuan opened his eyes and gasped for breath. When he saw the old man in front of him, he 

quickly arched his hands: "Mr. Nan Xuan, why are you here? Cui Yuan pays respects to Mr. Nan Xuan!" 

 

Real Nan Xuan didn't have any fluctuations. With a wave of his sleeves, he said directly: "The courtesy is 

unnecessary I just want to know what happened here." 

 

Cui Yuan quickly explained: "Mr Nan Xuan, my child Cui Ruicheng was kidnapped by a foreign cultivator 

and was seriously injured. The Cui family and I forced that person here..." 

 

Real Nan Xuan interrupted: "The other party has only one person? But if you can hurt you like this, I am 

afraid it is also a Dao Origin Realm powerhouse." 

 

Cui Yuanmeng shook his head: "It's not that kid who hurt us, but..." 

 

Suddenly, Cui Yuan's face was distorted, and he even hugged his head with his hands, extremely 

uncomfortable. 

 



He found that he could not remember what happened just now. 

 

It's as if a memory has completely disappeared! 

 

"It's what?" Real Nan Xuan frowned. 

 

Cui Yuan tried his best to remember, but found that it was impossible. He could only say, "Mr Nan Xuan, 

for some reason, I suddenly forgot what happened just now." 

Chapter 998: Your identity! 

"I always feel that something extraordinary happened before killing that kid!" 

 

"But I can't tell you exactly what it is. Every time I try to think about it, the sea of consciousness seems to 

burst!" 

 

Cui Yuan said hard. 

 

Upon hearing these words, Zhenren Nan Xuan suddenly thought of something. He stretched out his 

hand and pointed his finger on Cui Yuan's Tianling Cap. Just about to use his power to penetrate Cui 

Yuan's mind, he found a red light bursting out. 

 

The real Nan Xuan quickly released his hand, and he took three steps back before reluctantly stopping. 

His face was extremely gloomy, and he said, "It seems that someone has erased your memory. It is 

definitely not ordinary. Practitioner." 

 

"And the remaining power in your mind is a little weird, it seems...it doesn't come from humans...the 

specific situation can only be analyzed by seeing someone who erases the memory. 

 

He glanced around again and found that several onlookers had turned into corpses. 

 

No one knows what is going on here right now. 

 



The clue is completely interrupted. 

 

"Mr. Nanxuan, can you use magic to restore this part of my memory?" Cui Yuan said. 

 

Real Nan Xuan shook his head: "No, the opponent's means are higher than mine. In other words, the 

person who erases your memory is extremely dangerous." 

 

Cui Yuan was taken aback, hesitated for a few seconds and still said, "What should I do then?" 

 

Real Nan Xuan frowned and said, "The only clue is the person who kidnapped your child. Do you know 

his whereabouts?" 

 

Cui Yuan's eyes lit up, his eyes turned to Danxu Tower, and he quickly said: "My lord, the kid asked me 

to take a token for Danxu Tower. He must want to escape to Danxu Tower, so I can What's the point! I'm 

sure he is in Danxu Tower now!" 

 

Nan Xuan's gaze followed Cui Yuan's hand, and finally landed on the Dan Xu Pagoda in the distance, 

sneered Senhan, and said, "Isn't that kid going to the Dan Xu Pagoda at this time to look for death?" 

 

"Lingyi Danzun just left the customs not long ago. For some reason, it swept across Danxu Town with 

madness, even the periphery of Danxu Town. I don't know what I'm looking for. Danzun is not in Danxu 

Tower now. It’s not that simple to get in." 

 

"Cui Yuan, since this matter is related to your Cui family, then come with me." 

 

In the next second, real Nan Xuan grabbed Cui Yuan and swept towards Dan Xu Tower with a few other 

elders. 

 

... 

 

But at this moment, Ye Chen was knocking on the door frantically outside the Danxu Tower, but there 

was no movement at all. 



 

The ripples of the formation were rippling and could not be solved. 

 

"Damn! Where did the two old doorkeepers go?" 

 

Ye Chen drew out the Dragon Slashing Question Heaven Sword, just about to try to split the formation. 

 

Xiao Huang in his arms opened the mouth with difficulty: "The formation of the Pill Void Tower is 

inseparable with your strength. Even in my heyday, it cannot be broken. This is a real antiquity, and It is 

extremely complete." 

 

"so what should I do now?" 

 

"wait." 

 

Xiao Huang said weakly. 

 

As Ye Chen was pacing back and forth, the two old men came slowly. 

 

It is Lao Yang and Fang Lao! 

 

The two spent a whole day looking for people outside, and when they saw Ye Chen, they didn't 

recognize it immediately. 

 

After all, Ye Chen met the two with Ye Sutian's face. 

 

"Boy, what are you doing at the door?" 

 

Upon seeing the two of them, Ye Chen exhaled and quickly handed the token of the Cui family up: "Two 

seniors, I want to enter the Danxu Pagoda. This is a token." 



 

But Lao Yang waved his hand and slapped Ye Chen's token on the ground with annoyance: "Pill Zun is 

out today. No special circumstances, Dan Xu Pagoda will not open. Go back." 

 

"Also, maybe it won't be turned on these days, don't be delusional. This token of the Cui family is just an 

ordinary access token, don't think about any authority." 

 

Ye Chen was startled, he didn't expect the opening of this Pill Virtual Pagoda to be so casual. 

 

The key Dan Xu Tower does it have to be that Dan Zun nodded? 

 

Ye Chen looked at Fang Lao who had a better temper, and said, "Fang Lao, when will Dan Zun come 

back." 

 

Old Fang shook his head: "How can we talk about Lingyi Danzun's matter." 

 

Suddenly, he found something and looked at Ye Chen interestingly: "Little brother, how do I feel that 

you are a little familiar." 

 

Just as Ye Chen wanted to speak, a few domineering aura swept over him. 

 

It was Cui Yuan, Nan Xuan and others. 

 

Cui Yuan naturally saw Ye Chen who was arguing with the two old gatekeepers at a glance. He quickly 

pointed his finger at Ye Chen and said excitedly: "The real Nan Xuan is that kid. This kid tortured Hunzi, 

and he doesn't know what means to use. Severely injured me and killed several people in Danxu Town! I 

seriously suspect that the purpose of this son's coming here is Danxu Tower!" 

 

Ye Chen's face was pale when he heard these words, and it was still too late. 

 

He wanted to communicate with the reincarnation cemetery, but found that Lin Qingxuan still did not 

move. 



 

Lin Qingxuan said that he should face everything like this, how should he face it? 

 

When Lao Yang heard these words, his eyes were instantly cold. 

 

He was a native of Danxu Town, and in front of him, this young man actually massacred others! 

 

Sins cannot be forgiven! 

 

Even the token to enter this place in his hand may be stained with blood. 

 

The real person Nan Xuan in the distance looked at Ye Chen interestingly, and really couldn't figure out 

how a person who had reached the peak of the Holy Realm could kill so many powerful people. 

 

He took a step and said to Lao Yang and Fang Lao: "Two, we need to take away the people around you 

for investigation." 

 

Lao Yang directly sacrificed a long sword, and the long sword's spiritual energy overflowed, directly 

resting on Ye Chen's neck. 

 

"Mr Nan Xuan, this person committed such a heinous crime, we will naturally not cover it, but 

fortunately the Lingyi Danzun has left, otherwise we will let this kid go inside!" 

 

"Boy, just grab it with your hands, you shouldn't just do it in Danxu Town, Danxu Tower can't tolerate 

you blood-stained thug!" 

 

Ye Chen narrowed his eyes, looking at the long sword on his neck, he was thinking about how to deal 

with it. 

 

Seeing such a scene, Cui Yuan quickly bowed his hand to Lao Yang and thanked him: "My lord, thank you 

so much! There are two top powerhouses guarding Lingyi Danzun, and Danxu Tower has never 

happened." 



 

Old Yang nodded with satisfaction, and said to Ye Chen: "Boy, what else do you have to say! I advise you 

to cooperate obediently, otherwise you, a foreigner like you, don't want to go out of here alive." 

 

After talking , he planned to detain Ye Chen. 

 

Cui Yuan was ecstatic to the extreme! 

 

If Lingyi Danzun can't get out, it will be difficult to catch this kid! 

 

It seems that God is on his side! 

 

"Hold on!" Suddenly, Old Fang who had not spoken said. 

 

His tone was a little trembling, his eyes fixed on Ye Chen. 

 

Lao Yang's expression was weird: "Lao Fang, what are your nerves?" 

 

Elder Fang ignored Ye Chen and said excitedly, "Little brother, can I ask you a question." 

 

Ye Chen felt something was wrong, and nodded. 

 

Under everyone's puzzled eyes, Fang Lao stepped forward, approached Ye Chen's ear, and said softly: 

"Did you find someone here not long ago?" 

Chapter 999: Kill you first! 

 

He obviously recognized Ye Chen! 

 

After all, Ye Chen felt exactly the same as that person! 



 

This is also the reason why he has been observing Ye Chen next to him. 

 

As for why he whispered in Ye Chen's ear, it was only because Lingyi Danzun had explained before he 

left! 

 

Nothing can be known about that kid's secret! 

 

Offenders, kill! 

 

After Ling Yi Danzun lost Ye Chen's trace, he searched outside Danxu Town. 

 

Before Ling Yi Danzun returned, he must handle everything well. 

 

Although Ye Chen was puzzled, he nodded. 

 

After getting Ye Chen's answer, Fang Lao's expression completely changed, and he was even more 

frightened! 

 

He grabbed the sword in Lao Yang's hand! 

 

"Papa!" With a sound, he directly grasped the spirit sword and threw it on the ground. 

 

Check out this new online game! 

Such a scene instantly shocked everyone's eyes and made everyone confused. 

 

Which one is this old man? 

 

Even Ye Chen didn't react for a long time. Lao Yang saw some doubts and said: "Lao Fang, what are you 

doing? Is it possible that you are going to help such a gangster?" 



 

Before he finished speaking, Fang Lao's true energy gathered, and he slapped Fang Lao's wrinkled cheek 

with a palm! 

 

"Asshole! Don't be rude to adults!" 

 

Lao Yang's whole person is like petrified, never thought that Fang Lao would actually shoot himself? 

 

He even called this kid an adult! 

 

Who the **** can explain this! 

 

Lao Yang was furious, and just about to say something, Fang Lao had already turned around, offering a 

great wolf sword in his hand! 

 

The sword's straight guide Xuan Zhenren and Cui Yuan and others. 

 

"Sorry, today, no matter what, you can't take this person away!" 

 

Cui Yuan's expression was extremely ugly, and Nan Xuan's eyes narrowed slightly, he couldn't see the 

situation in front of him. 

 

He doesn't have much intersection with these two old gatekeepers. 

 

The only thing I know is Lingyi Danzun. 

 

The duty of these two people is to guard Dan Xu Tower. 

 

But their duty is to protect Danxu Town! 

 



At this moment, Fang Lao's behavior seemed to provoke his Nanxuan real person's authority! 

 

Nan Xuan stared at Old Fang with interesting eyes, and curiously asked, "Can you give me a reason?" 

 

It is naturally impossible for Mr. Fang to tell the relationship between Ye Chen and Lingyi Danzun. He 

snorted and said in an extremely domineering manner: "Sorry, you are not qualified to know the reason! 

You don't need to know the reason!" 

 

At this moment, Luo Yao and Luo Wuya were too late to arrive. When they saw the current scene of 

raging swords, Luo Yao's heart raised his throat again. 

 

She saw Ye Chen, and just about to speak, she covered her mouth with her hands. 

 

It is Luo Wuya! 

 

"Smelly girl, are you going to kill the Luo family? Those two are people around Lingyi Danzun, and the 

others are guardians! Is there a place for you to speak!" 

 

Luo Wuya was almost scared to death by his daughter. 

 

He didn't want his daughter to be involved in the things inside. 

 

He only hopes that the young man will die soon, and only his death can end everything. 

 

At this moment, the real Nan Xuan's face turned dark when he heard Fang Lao's answer. 

 

He didn’t hesitate, a long sword was offered in his hand, and the long sword pointed at Fang Lao: "You 

and I are responsible for different things. If you really want to talk about rights, I am far above you in 

Danxu Town, and your identity, How to say it, it's just a watchdog, without Lingyi Danzun, what are 

you!" 

 



"I don't want to do it to you. If you don't hand over people anymore, then don't blame me for being 

polite." 

 

Undoubtedly, the voice resounded. 

 

Lao Fang did not give in at all, his eyes were extremely firm! 

 

This person must be guarded before Lingyi Danzun returns, at all costs! 

 

"Mr Nan Xuan, I don't care about any conflicts between you and him, but please figure out where you 

are standing at the moment, this is Dan Xu Tower!" 

 

"If you dare to take another step, don't blame me for being ruthless. It's been a long time since I 

sacrificed blood with my knife. Today, I will sacrifice with your blood!" 

 

At this moment, a thin hand held the big knife in Fang Lao's hand. 

 

Welded tightly. 

 

It is Lao Yang! 

 

Old Yang is really dumbfounded! 

 

He looked at Fang Lao and said in amazement: "Lao Fang, what the **** is going on with you today, our 

duty is only to protect Dan Xu Pagoda and Ling Yi Dan Zun, but what do you do to protect a murderer by 

exceeding your authority now! I really doubt if you have Alzheimer's!" 

 

Real Nan Xuan smiled slightly: "Fang Lao, it seems that your companion understands things better than 

you, are you sure you are still so stubborn?" 

 



Lao Fang almost spit out a mouthful of old blood. He glanced at Lao Yang and quickly said, "Lao Yang, do 

you know the identity of the young man behind him?" 

 

Old Yang was taken aback and glanced at Ye Chen again, and he felt familiar. 

 

"Then I might as well tell you, he is the young man that Lingyi Danzun is looking for at all costs! Now do 

you know what you are doing? If something happens to him, you can afford it!" 

 

Lao Yang's face was instantly pale, and the next second, he was about to kneel in front of Ye Chen in 

front of everyone. 

 

He is really confused, how can he not recognize it? If this young man really made any mistakes because 

of him, Dan Zun would definitely take his skin off when he came back. 

 

Suddenly, an invisible wave of air lifted him up. 

 

Fang Lao’s voice entered his sea of consciousness again: “Don’t be overly aggressive, don’t forget Lingyi 

Danzun’s confession, this secret cannot be detected by outsiders! Everything waits for Lingyi Danzun to 

come back!" 

 

Lao Yang slowed down and apologized to Ye Chen softly. Then, the killing intent of the long sword in his 

hand broke out! 

 

The white eyebrows were raised, the infuriating energy wrapped around the whole body, and the 

momentum continued to rise! 

 

He stared at Nan Xuan and said coldly: "Mat Nan Xuan, if you step forward, I will be the first to kill you!" 

 

Quiet! 

 

The whole world fell into silence. 

 



No one would have thought that Lao Yang's attitude would have changed a hundred and eighty degrees! 

 

One second, he helped real Nan Xuan, and the next second, he stood on the united front with Fang Lao! 

 

The key point is that the two Danxuta gatekeepers are all protecting a seriously injured youth! 

 

This is incredible! 

 

Seeing this scene, Luo Wuya let go of his hand, his breathing seemed to stagnate. 

 

His eyes widened, like a sculpture. 

 

Doubts, weirdness, horror, countless emotions filled his mind. 

Chapter 1000: 10 minutes! 

 

Luo Yao also opened her lips slightly, her smart eyes were shocked. 

 

Hasn't Mr. Ye never set foot here? 

 

Why are there two distinguished people who want to protect him? 

 

Sympathy? Or is it that you have taken a fancy to Mr. Ye's alchemy talent? 

 

When everyone was horrified, Fang Lao and Lao Yang looked at each other and forced a drop of blood. 

 

The gate of the sealed Danxu Tower was completely opened. 

 

The two looked at Ye Chen, but said respectfully, "Please!" 

 



Upon seeing this scene, the real Nan Xuan stepped forward, extremely annoyed, and even roared: "You 

two watchdogs! Lingyi Danzun is absent, so you dare to go beyond your power! Dan Zun, you know the 

price!" 

 

Old Yang's eyes shrank, his killing intent was overwhelming, he held the killing sword in his hand, and 

walked directly towards the real Nan Xuan! 

 

"Isn't the old man's words clear enough! Since you take a step, you have to pay the price!" 

 

The violent killing intent made Lao Yang's sword extremely fierce, and every sword was a direct hit. 

 

Only then did the real Nan Xuan realize the seriousness of the matter, and quickly resisted, and at the 

same time, let the master behind him do it together! 

 

Lao Yang was naturally lost. Fang Lao glanced at the puzzled Ye Chen and said directly: "My lord, go 

inside with peace of mind. The Lingyi Danzun will be there soon. Before that, no one dares to move 

you!" 

 

Ye Chen understood what instantly! 

 

It seems that the Lingyi Danzun among the two populations is the Lingyuan that Lin Qingxuan asked him 

to find! 

 

Obviously, these two people already knew the meaning behind the word Lingyuan. 

 

He didn't hesitate anymore, nodded and stepped into it, his body instantly disappeared from the 

darkness inside. 

 

Old Fang pinched his finger, the door was completely closed, and the seal opened again. 

 

Then, holding a big knife in his hand, he turned around fiercely and joined the battle. 

 



No one thought that after a thousand years, there would be a battle between the gatekeeper of Danxu 

Tower and the real Nanxuan! 

 

... 

 

Ye Chen came inside and found that it was dark, and he couldn't see his fingers. 

 

How can I go if I can't see the road? 

 

He just wanted to condense the immortal fire, but found that the whole world suddenly brightened. 

 

It was filled with Danxiang. 

 

It is vast. 

 

From the outside, the Dan Xu Tower is not big, but inside it feels bottomless. 

 

It really is a magic weapon. 

 

There is a Danding in the central place. 

 

Danding was a little weird, it turned out to be only half, as if someone had cut a part with a sword 

mercilessly. 

 

When Ye Chen was puzzled, Xiao Huang's body trembled. 

 

Ye Chen's face changed drastically, and he hurriedly placed Xiao Huang in a soft place, and then his 

fingertips gathered infuriating energy and wrapped Xiao Huang. 

 

Xiao Huang felt better now and opened his eyes. 



 

"Xiao Huang, how do you feel, how can this be?" 

 

Xiao Huang got up with difficulty, but found that it was impossible. He simply lay on the ground and 

explained: "Just now I used a part of the power that does not belong to me across the border. This is the 

case." 

 

"But it's fine, you don't have to worry." 

 

Ye Chen shook his head and said seriously: "How can I not worry, since you know the reason, there 

should be a solution, right? Tell me!" 

 

Xiao Huang's eyes hesitated and looked at the half-only Danding. 

 

It sighed and said: "There is indeed a way to solve my injury in the Dan Xu Pagoda. You can see the half 

of the Dan Cauldron in the central place. This thing is sealed with this layer of power. This Danding 

moves, this energy is opened, and I have a chance to recover!" 

 

"It's just that Danding is not that simple." 

 

Ye Chen stood up, regardless of Xiao Huang's explanation, a few steps before he came to Danding. 

 

He looked at the lines on the Danding, and naturally knew that it was extraordinary. 

 

He subconsciously stretched out his hand and buckled it on the Dan Ding. Just when he wanted to move, 

a terrifying might spread from the Dan Ding! 

 

In the next second, his body unexpectedly flew out. 

 

He was injured, but this time, he was even more embarrassed. 

 



He swallowed a few pills, adjusted his breathing, and ran the Nine Heavens Profound Yang Jue, finally 

feeling better. 

 

He came to Danding again, this time, he did not touch it again, but drew out the Dragon Slashing 

Question Heaven Sword. 

 

The power of the divine thunder coiled around the sword. Cut out with a sword. 

 

"clang!" 

 

In the Danding, there was a deep and profound voice. 

 

The sound waves rippling, Ye Chen's mind almost burst. 

 

A blushing blood overflowed from the corner of his mouth. 

 

After two failures, Ye Chen didn't rush to do it again. He stared at Danding and observed the 

surroundings. 

 

Since you are in Danxu Tower, you should definitely not rely on force to solve things. 

 

The best way is Dan Dao. 

 

But without any hint, how should he make alchemy? 

 

Ye Chen glanced at Xiao Huang and found that Xiao Huang's pain was far from stopping. 

 

He gritted his teeth, and the unquenchable fire between his brows condensed out, enveloping the entire 

Danding! 

 



Danding instantly turned red, and Ye Chen felt that a cryptic text appeared in the sea of knowledge. 

 

Only then did he understand that this layer actually wanted him to refine a Spiritual Pill! 

 

What is a spiritual pill? It is to use the surrounding heaven and earth aura as medicinal materials to 

refine the pill! 

 

Ye Chen almost cursed, what test is this! 

 

It's too messy. 

 

But Ye Chen also knew that there were a lot of people who passed this level, and it was the most basic 

level, which was obviously a level used to screen real alchemists. 

 

He no longer hesitated, sitting cross-legged, while controlling the Danding, while condensing the spirit of 

the world around him in the Danding. 

 

Storms around! 

 

First time, failure! 

 

The third time, it failed! 

 

At the twelfth time during Ye Chen's refining, a soft cry came from the pill cauldron. 

 

A white pill came into being. 

 

Look closely, the surface of the pill is more like jade, obviously it is a spiritual pill! 

 

"Which guy is it that caused me to refine the problem twelve times!" 



 

Ye Chen cursed secretly. 

 

But Ye Chen didn't know that there were many people who successfully refined the Spiritual Pill at this 

level, but the best result was that it barely succeeded after refining fifty times! 

 

But Ye Chen only needs twelve times! 

 

At the same time, outside Dan Xu Tower. 

 

Fighting storms raged. 

 

Lao Yang and Fang Lao have never fought like this in thousands of years. They are so refreshing! 

 

Although there are a lot of wounds on his body, he has not frowned once! 

 

It even forced Nanxuan to retreat. 

 

No one feels good at this station! 

 

Just when the battle was fierce a voice suddenly came from the Danding! 

 

Then, a red light flashed on the dragon pattern outside the first layer. 

 

Very dazzling, 

 

Everyone stopped immediately. 

 

Countless eyes staring thoughtfully at the red light on the first layer! 



 

Because this Peugeot means someone has broken the first test! 

 

It's nothing to get past this level! 

 

But breaking through in such a short time, it's impossible for him. 

 

Veteran Fang retracted his sword, glanced at Lao Yang, and asked, "How long has he been in?" 

 

Old Yang's lips trembled a little, and he said uncertainly: "It seems that less than ten minutes..." 


